Basic Attachment 1: Proof of Ownership

Discussion: In 1939, a large number of lots at Popham Beach were conveyed by Lillian M. Graham to Frank H. Pfeiffer (1/2 ownership) and Fred C. Scribner (1/2 ownership.) (See DOCUMENT 1- deed and DOCUMENT 2- map with lot area outlined in yellow.) These included "Lots 132, 133 and 1/3", now shown combined in current Tax Map 14, Shippsburg, ME, as lot 127. (Outlined in black on document 2.) In 1969, the widow of Frank H. Pfeiffer, Kathrina L. Pfeiffer, deeded her share in these lots to her grandson, Frank K. Pfeiffer, Jr., the applicant. (See DOCUMENT 3.) DOCUMENT 3 IS INTENDED TO SERVE AS THE APPLICANT'S PROOF OF OWNERSHIP IN LOT 127.

For reference only, DOCUMENTS 4 and 5 reflect the evolution of the other half-interest in these lots. This half-interest was passed from Fred C. Scribner to what is now the Fred C. Scribner III Trust.